NEWS + NOTES

If you did not make it to the dedication of Flagship2 last week, stop by and check it out – no charge. It is a pretty cool place that came about thanks to Chip Adams of Clambank Construction and Jacob Lindsey of Fabric Urban Design Office. Now that the dust has just about settled at Flagship2, it is time to get rolling on some of the other items on my agenda. Top of this list is my goal to develop the best portal for knowledge-based jobs in Charleston.

Flagship2

It’s here!! Flagship2 (FS2), the expansion of the Digital Corridor’s highly successful Flagship, downtown Charleston’s premier co-working/incubation business environment. FS2 is dedicated for use by intermediate-stage, knowledge-based companies and complements the Flagship’s current office space offerings with a variety of office configurations ranging from 300 to 3,000 square feet. Adjacent to the Flagship, these two “smart” buildings collectively represent Charleston’s emerging “Connected Economy.” More.

2011 Digital Corridor iFive:K Update

The 5th Annual iFive:K was a great success, selling out all 750 registrations, including over 20 Digital Corridor member teams. While the weather caused the race to be called, the after party (networking) started early. A record amount was raised for the Corridor’s Scholarship Fund. 2011 recipients include:

- $2,500 to Palmetto Scholars Academy, South Carolina’s first Gifted and Talented Charter School
- $2,000 to two students at ECPI studying Electronics Engineering Technology and Network Security

Thanks to our sponsors and participants for making this event such a huge success. We look forward to your participation in the 2012 event, scheduled for April 19th, 2012.

CharlestonWORKS™

Digital Corridor members, PeopleMatter, SPARC, BoomTown and Avista Solutions, were featured in an article in the Charleston Regional Business Journal discussing their respective hiring needs. These companies are aggressively hiring for multiple positions. You can learn more about these companies on the Digital Corridor’s Talent Portal or CharlestonWORKS.

NEW MEMBER COMPANIES

Amerisips

Amerisips is a single resource for home building built around their proprietary structured insulated panels.

Certified Responder

Certified Responder develops a superior building inspection process and comprehensive data collection method for evaluating conditions and risks of commercial and residential property structures.
Glenn Corporation
Glenn Corporation is a leading supplier of innovative specialty chemicals.

Legacy Recycled Products
Legacy Recycled Products takes leftover paint otherwise destined for a landfill, and through a rigorous process of sorting, testing and remanufacturing, remakes it into world class latex paint.

Total Energy Resource
Total Energy Resource provides total energy solutions from solar renewable energy systems as well as total building energy integration power systems, custom engineering and expert project management and construction solutions.

THANK YOU
Finally, thank you for your continued support of the Charleston Digital Corridor. Our success is a reflection of the terrific engagement and collaboration we have received from you. Stop by and see us. Continued Success!

Sincerely

Ernest Andrade
Charleston Digital Corridor
475-A East Bay Street
Charleston, SC 29403
USA

The Talent Portal is an online job listing and skills bank repository for Charleston’s growing, knowledge-based community. These tools are designed for Digital Corridor member companies who are searching for talent (actively and passively) and individuals who desire tech-related work opportunities in the Charleston region.